
38% experience poor in-store technology ‘quite  
often’, ‘very often’ or ‘every time they go instore’

49% browsing and 
purchasing 
products

60% employees say there isn’t  
enough tech for the team 50% say the technology they  

have is slow 

45% technology  
very slow

46% the customer  
in-store shopping 
experience

32% unreliable59% say the quality of in-store tech 
impacts the loyalty of consumers

31% not enough 
devices

Key issues for employees: Consumers see the future of the high street as: 

The gaps between employees and customers: 

67% of employees use their own device on the 
shop floor to do their job more effectively 74% of customers can get info more  

quickly with their own devices

50% allowing them to browse  
for products

60% allows them to solve  
customer issues

27% the customer  
in-store experience 

53% saves them  
time

49% quicker 
service 

53% mobile stock  
monitoring 43% mobile point  

of sale

40%  ordering out of  
stock products 34%  accessing extra  

product info

Consumers see the main role of the high street as: The tech-empowered high street that consumers want to see includes: 

The in-store technology employees most often use is: 

Employees believe that technology:

Consumers see the main benefits of in-store tech as: 

THE DIGITAL HIGH STREET GAPS IN TECHNOLOGY THE FUTURE OF THE STORE

The Forgotten Shop Floor

51% smart  
check outs 
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24% delivery of purchases directly  
to their car through the IoT

46% personalised  
offers sent in-store 36% smart 

mirrors

22% advanced biometric 
payments

24% VR  
technology

73%  trust Amazon or eBay to give a better in-store  
tech experience than the high street stores

Consumer 
trust:

Consumer experience: Key issues for the consumer:

76% of consumers say a more positive experience of in-store tech (like personalised 
vouchers) would make them more likely to spend more money in-store

ie.fujitsu.com/retail/forgottenshopfloor 2017

The business opportunity:


